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[IMPORTANT]
- This is a Novice Pack for Tree of Savior which is Free to Play.

- You may only use this DLC product on servers located in the NA region. Please make sure you are purchasing a product
for your region.

- This product is comprised entirely of in-game content. There will be no separate downloadable contents.

[Contents]
The Tree of Savior - Novice Pack includes the following:

1 x 15-day Event Token

- Receive premium benefits for 15 days! Please note that this Token will not increase personal trade counts.
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65 Tree of Savior Points (TP) - In-game Premium Currency ($7 value)

- Use to purchase premium consumables

30 x Highly Condensed HP & SP potions

- Keep adventuring further with the help of these potions!

30 x Small Stamina Pills & Lv2 Movement Speed Potions

- Take one more step in your journey before taking a break!

10 x Soul Crystals

- Rise from the cold earth to keep the fight going!

10 x Megaphones

- Talk to your friends and make trades across the entire server!

10 x Warp Scrolls

- Move between locations at a fraction of the time!

Information on the Novice Pack items and TP:

1. The items will be sent to your in-game message box via GM message that will be accessible after Team creation. You may
choose which character you wish to give the items to from the GM message.

2. You may only receive the items on one server so please choose carefully.

3. There will be no time limit on when you can redeem your items. You may decide to receive them at the time of your choice.

4. Token benefits cannot be paused / restarted once the Token is used. Please make sure you wish to receive the benefits before
using Tokens.

5. Using a new Token will cause it to overwrite the benefits of existing Tokens. Please be careful when using Tokens.

6. TP obtained from the passes can be used to purchase premium items from the TP shops in the cities.

Please contact tossupport@imc.co.kr if you have any questions or trouble with the DLC.
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Title: Tree of Savior - Novice Pack for NA Servers
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
IMCGAMES Co.,Ltd.
Publisher:
IMCGAMES Co.,Ltd.
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Pentium Core 2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce 8600

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard, Mouse

English
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really interesting game, i'm a big fan of soccer myself and wasn't sure about this game due to the mixed reviews,
though in my opinion the game at the very least no longer plays like the previous reviews made the game sound.

I don't know alot about this games history, but it seems to have been revamped heavily though apparently alot of players have
issues with motion sickness.
As someone who doesn't have an issue with motion sickness in vr ever this isn't an issue for me at all.
The game plays quite well in my opinion, and has a feeling of playing soccer with your hands.
the locomotion for me seems to work quite well.

if there was something I could fault the game on, and something I think the game needs to improve it'd be the lack of option to
have locomotion that isn't following a set direction, or following head movement,

there needs to be a third type where you can move in the direction that your controllers are running.
if there was controller directed movement in the same way as Natural locomotion this game would be incredible.
the issue of having to turn your head to the side to run around the ball, or using the strafe isn't really viable.

if the devs truly want to improve this game, they should work towards adding this as a feature as it will make their game far
better. controller directed movement, or at the very least movement that isn't stuck based on where you're looking will make this
game much more playable and allow players to be a lot more creative.

That being said I have had a lot of fun with the game, hope to see the devs take my point about controller directed movement
into consideration.. I'm pretty disappointed with this game. I love the idea of interactive stories with random events where
choices are supposed to matter. But I don't feel like my choices mattered at all here... the game is over within 1o minutes. That's
like reading a book that ends on the prologue. And to add insult to injury on playthrough 2 I see many of the same so called
random events that I saw in playthrough 1, all over again, which makes me realize there's practically zero variety of possible
events and almost no replayability because by playthrough 3 I had milked it for every permutation it was possibly worth and the
whole experience was over in 30 minutes... The aesthetic is glorgious, but the price is steep for what it is.. This is a petite cup of
coffee. While the guitar strums and vocals intrigue, four characters prepare and live their lives to the end. The mechanics while
intuitive, do not insult and the esthetics entertain - each time. Had my first 'cup' in 15 minutes - liked it so much I had to have
another. Dark and a touch bitter.
. I got this game for 35 cents, and I can tell you in the state it's in it's still not really worth it. I crashed upon first start up and
then got to the space ship tutorial area which for some reason dropped me to 14 fps, which doesn't make sense being that this
game isn't anywhere near graphically intensive. But I decided to go with it and play anyway, which leads me to say that the UI
and controls are bad. Just bad. It doesn't tell you what you're doing and has a bunch of buttons to press to interact rather than
just using E or mouse 1 like you'd think you would. The fact that you can only grab one item from a stack at once and then have
to drag it is just stupid. Make use of mouse 2. After struggling to figure out what to do for a minute or two, pressing Q, E, F,
and V just to interact with something and craft I crashed when clicking on the link to review\/give feedback on the main menu.
This game also graphically has no optimization. Only screen res and that's it. I may give it another go sometime, but right now
with that first experience I already have to give it a down vote.

If these things got fixed, redone, etc. I'd see about changing to an up vote.. the only thing worse that a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game is a game that doesnt wok at all.
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Simple solitaire game based around magic and the Druids of Avalon.

Gameplay is average and fairly quick and there's a store to buy items with in-game gold to make each game go a little smoother.
I've bought some of the items and it has made it a little easier to get perfect games.

Much like other solitaire games I've played there is no option to replay a single level if you don't get a perfect score and this is a
little frustrating but not enough for me to rate down.
It's typical of solitaire games it seems and there's no achievement for completing each level\/game with a perfect score so I
wouldn't worry about it too much, it's easy enough to complete the challenges for every stage without getting all perfects.

I'd recommend this game when it's on sale (like now) or as part of a bundle but not at full price.. Ignore the bad reviews, this is a
really great game. The controls are part of what makes the game fun. The people who are dogging it haven't played long enough
to realize that it gets easier as you upgrade your ship. If you catch this one on sale, it is a definite buy.. Hope of humanity is to
difficult to play without a working tutorial. ..
tutorial inside only tell you 1 thing..

but it might be a fun game later on :). So,,,,, It\u00b4s called A Mazeing Tower Defense.

I fully expected a tower defense where you can build towers in a maze to defend your base.

You can\u00b4t.

. Yea, tell people to NOT buy a game because there isn't enough people online and give it a big fat red thumbs down?!
(MAKES SO MUCH SENSE)

I just got on at 7AM and the room filled up pretty quickly. (Euro Server)

It looks very much like Borderlands (semi-cell shaded). And plays very much like P.A.M.

I played a mode that was exactly Conquest Mode from Battlefield, which I love.. This is my first review for a game on steam
and it's well deserved.

Now I have encountered a few bugs here and there with the storage system or just some in-game things, but still the amount of
work and effort I can see went into this game is amazing. It's by far the first VR game I have been able to play for hours
straight.

If you are worrying about the motion sickness factor of being in Zero G; don't. I can barely do anything in real life that involves
motion sickness and trust me VR is the same with it, but this game after the first few minutes of getting the feel for it, aslong as
you have a good FPS which I do except for inside my ship facing certain ways which I assume is part of the game being so fresh
they have to work on parts to fix issues like that, but there is no instance where I got motion sick. It may be different for you but
the whole point is don't worry.

I do appreciate the ability of when you die, which happens a lot in the beginning unless your quick and know what your doing,
that the ship and anything in it's inventory stays next to it for you to continue on your work. I like the feel of a VR Subnatica in
a sense. If there was an ability to modify the exterior of the ship and maybe add on to it in the future this game would have some
even more serious attention.

The developers seem to be constantly at work and interacting with the community and the to be fair, the price is exactly what
any VR game should be especially for Early Access. There is not a single thing I dislike besides a few bugs with the GUI when I
try to quit and for some reason it won't let me so I have to force leave from the Desktop and lose a load of progress, so don't go
button smashing around in the menu's is my advice.

In one line to sum this game up.
The developers make Unity seem like a AAA game engine.. a really fun adventure game that harkens back to the old-school
LucasArts type from the 90s. I've known and loved this game for years, but unfortunately this is a lazy port. This "Steam
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Edition" doesn't have changes in graphics or interface. No mouse support, no key mapping. In the options you can assign
commands to said buttons A B X Y R1/R2 L1/L2, even though you're not informed of what joypad you're supposed to use to
play this game. If you don't use a joypad, you eventually find out you are stuck with the keyboard arrows and the keys A and Z.
If you want a different mapping, you'll have to download a virtual joystick driver.. At the moment, this is Early Access and
things are bound to change.
I've already dropped more than 5 hours into this despite some obvious and major bugs. It's damn fun and it sounds like the
developer is really on-top of updates and listening to their audience so I'm very excited to see where this goes. It's got a good
framework, I just hope it fills out well. At a $15 price-tag it's cheaper than going to a big movie-theater and much longer lasting
entertainment.

I recommend checking this out.
If you don't know if you should buy it or not, at least put it on your wishlist and/or follow the updates, it's got great potential.
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